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On the Street
by Barbara Dean (Fairfax County Public Library), Kathy Miraglia (Catholic University of America), and Katina Strauch (College of Charleston)

What's on your mind? We want to have a column regularly in ATG in which we talk to our readers and try to find out what YOU are thinking and talking about. Over the holidays we spent some time talking to ATG subscribers about things like — what were the big issues in 1993 and what will be the big issues in 1994. We also picked up some trends at the 1993 Charleston Conference. We have identified the speakers where we were given permission to do so. In the future we hope to talk to a lot more of you than we did this time. Still, here is what some of you told us.

What did you talk about in 1993?

- Document Delivery and Access versus Ownership, said Barbara Meyers, Meyers Consulting Services. The impact of document delivery on the future of collection development is a trend that we are all watching. Don't be surprised to see society

continued on page 12
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If Rumors Were Horses

Albert M. McCelland, President of Majors Scientific Books, Inc., writes to tell us that they have moved their Atlanta office and distribution center into a custom-built 35,000-square-foot building located in the Atlanta Tradeport Business Complex. The new address and phone numbers are: 4004 Tradeport Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30354. Phone (404)-608-2660 or (800)-241-6551. Fax (404)-608-2656.

We have received a copy of the re-launched European Bookseller magazine from Eva Skelley, Publisher. This bi-monthly magazine is available on subscription at $115. Eva also writes that they invite contributions from the US trade on all matters European.

continued on page 6